NIBBLE BEFORE BATING

DO NOT PLEDGE YOU SOON

PROBABLY the reason that there are a few of the Class of 1940 that have not yet been rushed by one or more fraternities is that this is the first time many have been town. Since the Technology rushing season begins early, we think it advisable to cast a few pearls of wisdom at the present time. Many men with which the freshman should or should not attach themselves or allow themselves to become attached to one fraternity.

There are several questions which the Tech Freshman should frankly ask of himself before he begins pledging. First, what kind of men live in the house? Have they the same characteristics as I and have they interests and ambitions similar to mine? Are the house brothers with which I may desire to join the house by the same standards?

Second, can I afford it? Although there are many unbelievable benefits to be derived from living in a fraternity, there are still worries about constant economic pressure.

Third, am I joining for fear of being left behind? This need not be the case, because a freshman bought by one fraternity is likely to be rushed by another if he does not pledge readily with the first. Furthermore, it is no shame on the head of a student if he does not join a fraternity. There are some benefits to be derived for instance from living in the dormitories. Witness the list of cumulative ratings appearing elsewhere in this paper.
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